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Objectives and Contextualisation

The module has as general objectives:

A) Approach the student to the following contents, in a critical way and always from the direct analysis of
textual, iconographic, and archaeological sources and the reading of specialized and updated bibliography:

1) Issues of identities and gender (life, social integration, sexuality, violence), so that the student knows how
the individual lived and developed in society in ancient Egypt.

2) History of Egyptian religion.

3) Main categories of Egyptian thought and worldview. Pantheon, cosmogony, and funeral beliefs. Mythical
cycles, ritual, worship, magic, and individual religiosity in ancient Egypt.

B) Analyze the theoretical and methodological assumptions with which the study of these contents is
approached.

Competences

Act in a creative and original way with solidarity and spirit of scientific collaboration.
Analyze religious beliefs and the symbolic universe and ritual of ancient Egypt in its historical and
cultural context through the interpretation of textual, archaeological and iconographic sources that
document.
Assess the quality, self-imposed, rigor, responsibility and social commitment, both in training and in the
scientific and informative work.
Critically analyze a given scientific problem based on historical and cultural sources.
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Critically analyze a given scientific problem based on historical and cultural sources.
Knowledge and understanding that provide a basis or opportunity for originality in developing and / or
applying ideas, often in a research context.
Recognize and evaluate sociological or ecological issues such as gender, otherness, multiculturalism,
identity, immigration and the relationship between human societies and the environment, responding to
the concerns of the society of our time.
Reflect critically on sociological and anthropological current issues in Egyptology.
Support the epistemology and methodology of historiography Egyptology and evaluate the different
historiographical trends of the discipline.
Teaming up with special sensitivity interdisciplinarity.
That students are able to integrate knowledge and handle complexity and formulate judgments based
on information that was incomplete or limited, include reflecting on social and ethical responsibilities
linked to the application of their knowledge and judgments.

Learning Outcomes

Act in a creative and original way with solidarity and spirit of scientific collaboration.
Analyzing the main anthropological beliefs, cosmogony, cosmology and Egyptian funerary and the
Pantheon and the main mythic cycles of ancient Egypt.
Assess the quality, self-imposed, rigor, responsibility and social commitment, both in training and in the
scientific and informative work.
Critically analyze a given scientific problem based on historical and cultural sources.
Describe the ritual practices of the ancient Egyptians royal ceremonial, funeral and ancestor worship,
worship in temples, magic and personal piety.
Evaluate the different theoretical positions related to the study of Egyptian religion.
Explain the historical development of the Egyptian religion, in its theological aspects, mythical, ritual,
social and political, from its origins to Greco-Roman times.
Identify the defining features of conceptions and practices and gender identity in ancient Egypt centered
on the individual: age, intimacy, sexuality, marginalization.
Identify the defining features of conceptions and practices and gender identity in ancient Egypt centered
society: ethnicity, territoriality, otherness, foreignness, kinship and social and economic relations
between individuals and families.
Knowledge and understanding that provide a basis or opportunity for originality in developing and / or
applying ideas, often in a research context.
Recognize and evaluate sociological or ecological issues such as gender, otherness, multiculturalism,
identity, immigration and the relationship between human societies and the environment, responding to
the concerns of the society of our time.
Teaming up with special sensitivity interdisciplinarity.
That students are able to integrate knowledge and handle complexity and formulate judgments based
on information that was incomplete or limited, include reflecting on social and ethical responsibilities
linked to the application of their knowledge and judgments.
To reflect critically on the main categories of thought and worldview Egyptians, including divinity, cosmic
and social order, order-chaos dialectic and divine kingship.
Valuing the new historiographical trends related to the study of society and the Egyptian economy.

Content

This module consists of two subjects:

1) Gender and identity in ancient Egypt (first semester, from October to February)

2) Egyptian religion (second semester, from February to June)

SUBJECT 1: GENDER AND IDENTITIES IN ANCIENT EGYPT

1. Gender Studies and Egyptology

2. Fertility and Pregnancy
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3. Birth

4. Childhood conceptions and breastfeeding

5. Rituals of puberty

6. Erotic-love poetry

7. Men and women: gender roles

8. Marriage and family

9. Sexual relations

10. Old age and death

ONE COURSE-WORK. DELIVERY: 31/01/2022

ONE EXAM: 02/02/2022

SUBJECT 2: EGYPTIAN RELIGION

1. The study of ancient Egyptian religion

1.1. The History of Religions and the study of Ancient Egyptian religion

1.2. The complexity of sources for the study of Ancient Egyptian religion

2. Belief subsystem

2.1. Mythology. The problem of its apparent absence in narrative sources

2.2. Cosmogonies and the Egyptian understanding of the universe

2.3. The conception of the divinity and the diversity of its historiographical understanding. The multiplicity of
approaches

2.4. The conception of the human being

2.5. Eschatological beliefs

3. Values subsystem

3.1. The Egyptian ethic

4. Ritual subsystem

4.1. Temples, official ritual, and priesthood

4.2. Individual religiosity and magic

4.3. Mortuary practices

5. Egyptian religion outside Egypt

5.1. Egyptian religion in Nubia

5.2. Egyptian religion outside the Nile Valley in Classical Antiquity

COURSE-WORKS: date to be determined

ONE EXAM: date to be determined (June 2022)
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Methodology

Specification of what the STUDENT'S AUTONOMOUS ACTIVITY consists of

a) Study (study is that process or set of personal or group activities that leads to  and being ableknowing things
to explain them in a coherent and orderly manner, orally or in writing).

b) Personal work: critical reading of bibliography; completion of papers and works; preparation of presentations
in class, seminars, and debates; exercises of analysis of textual sources; exercises of interpretation of
iconographic and archaeological sources; case studies; keeping the student's portfolio up to date; preparing
exams.

Important: The teaching methodology and the evaluation proposed in the guide may undergo some
modification subject to the onsite teaching restrictions imposed by health authorities.

Annotation: Within the schedule set by the centre or degree programme, 15 minutes of one class will be
reserved for students to evaluate their lecturers and their courses or modules through questionnaires.

Activities

Title Hours ECTS Learning Outcomes

Type: Directed

Exams 6 0.24 1, 4, 2, 5, 7, 8, 9, 10, 13, 11, 14, 12, 3,
6, 15

Theoretical and practical classroom lessons with the support
of ICT

80 3.2 1, 4, 2, 5, 7, 8, 9, 10, 13, 11, 14, 12, 3,
6, 15

Type: Supervised

Tutorials, seminars, and class interventions and
presentations

30 1.2 1, 4, 2, 5, 7, 8, 9, 10, 13, 11, 14, 12, 3,
6, 15

Type: Autonomous

Study and personal work by the student 134 5.36 1, 4, 2, 5, 7, 8, 9, 10, 13, 11, 14, 12, 3,
6, 15

Assessment

Module evaluation system

Each of the two subjects that make up the module is evaluated independently. The final mark of the module
results from the arithmetic mean of the final marks of the two subjects.

To pass the module it is necessary to pass the evaluation of the two subjects that compose it.

In the table, the hours of dedication to each activity are not specified because they may vary from one student
to another. The approximate total hours of student personal work are specified in the table in the
"Methodology" section.

The evaluation will consist of three types of activities:

1) Exams (see "Contents" section). Except for justified reasons, the students of the virtual modality will take the
exams in synchrony with the students of the face-to-face modality, in connection with Microsoft Teams and with
the camera activated. When this is not possible, they will agree with the professor the day and time of the
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the camera activated. When this is not possible, they will agree with the professor the day and time of the
exam, which will be as close as possible to those of the original exam.

2) Interventions and presentations in class; active participation in tutorials and seminars.

3) Individual or group papers.

In the event that some of these activities cannot be taken on-site for sanitary reasons, they will be adapted to
an online format made available through the UAB's virtual tools (original weighting will be maintained).
Homework, activities, and class participation will be carried out through forums, wikis and/or discussion on
Teams. Lecturers will ensure that students are able to access these virtual tools, or will offer them feasible
alternatives.

Regarding the mark review procedure, lecturers will inform the students about it at the time of each evaluation
activity.

Regarding the make-up exams, the lecturer will agree with the students the dates, which must be within the
monthfollowing the original exam. Students who have passed an exam but wish to improve their mark may
also take the make-up exam. In principle, the work and activities that the student performs autonomously are
not subject to recovery.

Assessment Activities

Title Weighting Hours ECTS Learning Outcomes

2 exams 60% 0 0 1, 4, 2, 5, 7, 8, 9, 10, 13, 11,
14, 3, 6, 15

Active participation in tutorials and seminars and
interventions in class

10% 0 0 1, 4, 2, 5, 7, 8, 9, 10, 13, 11,
14, 12, 3, 6, 15

Individual or group papers with eventual presentation in
class

30% 0 0 1, 4, 2, 5, 7, 8, 9, 10, 13, 11,
14, 12, 3, 6, 15
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